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ARTIST Chiyung WONG

Chi-yung Wong is a media artist whose work concentrates on the art of l ight. It is a mixture 

of technology, popular culture and theatre. He util ises his skil ls and knowledge in theatre 

l ighting, scenographic installation, architectural l ighting and art education. 

Chi-yung holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts (majoring in Theatre Lighting Design) with a First Class 

Honours from the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts. He received the Alexandre Yersin 

scholarship from the French Consulate in Hong Kong and completed his visual arts degree at 

the Paris VIII Université, Saint Denis in 2006. 

Chi-yung was the lighting design consultant for Ferrier Chan and Partners (FCP) and Hirsch 

Bender Associates Hong Kong, Chanel and Louis Vuitton. 

In 2005, his first exhibition <Storytell ing, Une Exposition Invisible> was held in Paris, and in 2010 

his second exhibition < A VIEW OF LIGHT> took place in Hong Kong. In 2011, he created the 

scenographic lighting for a paper-art exhibition <Paper Tales> in Artistree, Swire Island East. 

In early 2012, he was invited by the Hong Kong & Shenzhen Architecture Biennale to present 

his l ighting installation <Fish in a Tree>. 

In 2012, Chi-yung was one of awardees of the “40 under 40- Design Stars of Tomorrow”, held 

by Perspective Magazine. The same year, he was commissioned by the French Consulate 

in Hong Kong to create a lighting installation for Le French May Arts Festival for the 800 

meter long Central to Midlevel Escalator in Hong Kong. In June 2012, he presented another 

scenography installation <The Imaginary Lights> in the Agnes B Gallery, Hong Kong.

In 2014 - 15, he was commissioned by the Hong Kong Heritage Museum to create a scenography 

installation <Half Remembered Dream> which was selected to be featured in UNESCO’S 

International Year of Light Blog. Later in 2015, he was commissioned by the Hong Kong Jockey 

Club to create installations; <Flowing Flowers>, <When the Wind Blows> and <The Flâneur at 

the Fervent Fire> and to hold an educational project <Project Dream School>. 

He was invited to be the guest speaker for the Chanel Design Conference, 2013; The Hong 

Kong Academy for Performing Arts and The International Light Symposium in 2015. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnLDhojqPAk
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.761588990627413.1073741840.363247270461589&type=3


2.1 Perception
2.1.1 Eye and camera2.1

Most of the information we receive about
the world around us is through our eyes.
Light is not only an essential prerequisite
and the medium by which we are able 
to see. Through its intensity, the way it is
distributed throughout a space and
through its properties, light creates specific
conditions which can influence our 
perception.

Lighting design is, in fact, the planning of
our visual environment. Good lighting 
design aims to create perceptual con-
ditions which allow us to work effectively
and orient ourselves safely while pro-
moting a feeling of well-being in a parti-
cular environment and at the same time
enhancing that same enviroment in an
aesthetic sense. The physical qualities of
a lighting situation can be calculated and
measured. Ultimately it is the actual 
effect the lighting has on the user of 
a space, his subjective perception, that
decides whether a lighting concept is suc-
cessful or not. Lighting design can there-
fore not be restricted to the creation 
of technical concepts only. Human per-
ception must be a key consideration in the
lighting design process.

2.1.1 Eye and camera

The process of perception is frequently
explained by comparing the eye with 
a camera. In the case of the camera, 
an adjustable system of lenses projects the
reversed image of an object onto a light-
sensitive film. The amount of light is 
controlled by a diaphragm. After developing
the film and reversing the image during
the enlarging process a visible, two-
dimensional image of the object becomes
apparent. 

Similarly, in the eye, a reversed image
is projected onto the inner surface of 
the eye, the so-called fundus oculi, 
via a deformable lens. The iris takes on the 
function of the diaphragm, the light-
sensitive retina the role of the film. 
The image is then transported via the optic
nerve from the retina to the brain, 
where it is adjusted in the cortex and made
available to the conscious mind.

Comparing the eye with the camera in
this way makes the process of vision fairly
easy to understand, but it does not con-
tribute to our comprehension of perception.
The fault lies in the assumption that 
the image projected onto the retina is
identical to the perceived image. The fact
that the retina image forms the basis for
perception is undisputed, but there are
considerable differences between what is
actually perceived in our field of vision
and the image on the retina. 

Firstly, the image is spatially distorted
through its projection onto the curved
surface of the retina – a straight line is as
a rule depicted as a curve on the retina.

Perception
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Spherical aberration.
Projected images are
distorted due to the
curvature of the retina.

Chromatic aberration.
Images are blurred 
due to the various 
degrees of refraction
of spectral colours.

The study of how eye and perception relates, inspired Chiyung Wong to create the geometric shape of the eyeball as one of the 
symbol in the installation. That hypnotizing movement of light and colour will be prevailed in his installation to change the perception 
of the visitor. 

One of the key idea in the installation is to use light to create contemplative environment. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

Perception is the medium whereby we experience reality, but continues during our sleep and creates its own reality. 
Dreams feel real while we’re in them. It’s only when we wake up that we realize something was actually strange about 
what we were experiencing. Scientific studies, psychology and the arts have analyzed dreams and dreaming. Methods 
of researching them may have changed over the centuries, but our knowledge and understanding of them has not 
developed much. However, there is one thing of which we are sure: dreams are not real. It is intriguing that even 
though more 80 percent of our dreams are not happy, we sti l l  think of them wistfully and longingly. 

To have an understanding of dreams and dreaming, we have to investigate how our sight functions and how the 
perception of l ight is one of the keys to our experience of them. We receive most of the information of our world 
through our eyes. Light is not only an essential factor and tool that allow us to conceive our perception. With MATERIAL 
SPECIFICATION : if ic conditions how light to our eyes with its intensity, color, distribution, speed, it does not only influence 
our perception but also dictate how we believe our reality. Because light can be altered, changed and manipulated 
to create il lusion. 

We see because light, in different degrees of intensity, penetrates our eyes. Awareness and perception occurs through 
intricate electrical and chemical processes, yet it seems straightforward that when we open our eyes, we see. The 
reality of our world, of what we believe is real, depends on the information of streaming lights. But what we see is as 
real as the starlights in the night sky from stars that are centuries dead.

This simple fact of optical i l lusion has inspired thousands of composers, fi lmmakers, poets, novelists and artists. It makes 
us start to question if we can trust what seems so visibly real to us.  

When dreaming, we experience a reality that may come from very different sources, just l ike starlight that needs time 
to travel. We conceptualize dreams to be a sort of a reflection of our thoughts, emotions, wishes and experiences. 
We all know that dreams are not real, but we all somehow care about them and want to know more about them, 
regardless of whether they’re good dreams or bad. We do this because it allows us to go beyond our daily l ives in 
which we have to reMATERIAL SPECIFICATION : t norms and rules. In dreams, the world is often topsy-turvy and free. This 
inspires us to release our imaginations and reflect on our passions, fears and desires. 

THE INSTALLATION DEVICE AND ITS OBJECTIVE

Through research on dreaming and the function of l ight in this mysterious process, Chiyung was inspired to create 
this installation titled, “Half Remembered Dream.” It synthesizers a series of conceptual elements into a dreamlike 
scenographic visualization.  “Half Remembered Dream” is a walk-in reinvention of a contemplation chamber that 
translates inner experiences into light. Through his research on light influencing brain function and perception while we 
are asleep, he was inspired to develop this project. It is this invention of a symbolic reconstruction of a contemplation 
chamber with «Half Remembered Dream» that reflects Chiyung’s MATERIAL SPECIFICATION : ialization in working with 
l ight and space. 

Chiyung emphasizes the theatricality of installation conventions and the importance of the passive-active participation 
of the visitor. He introduces materials that visitors touch and feel involuntarily and this wil l cause a completely different 
way to the visitor to conceive their thoughts. For instance, the sand field the visitors walk on when entering the 
installation acts as a symbol of the uncertainty and fluidity of dreaming that never has a defined shape or form. The 
geometric and minimal l ight sculptures hanging at the center not only a represent the intricate nervous system, but 
also the idea of the twisted physics of dreaming - a topsy-turvy mirrored world. The black rope - painted with invisible 
paint that only be revealed when a UV light is on - is a physical representation of neural oscil lation corresponding to 
the layers of our (sub)consciousness only revealed when a dream is being experienced.  

With this installation, “Half Remembered Dream,” Chi-yung orchestrates the different elements and synthesizers the 
scenographic techniques of l ight, sound, and music into a sensual experience for the visitor to open their senses and 
be inspired.

BRIEF & CONCEPT  
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VEW FROM THE FRONT ENTRANCE
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VEW FROM THE SIDE
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VIEW AT THE INTERIOR
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VIEW AT THE INTERIOR
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CLOSE UP VIEW
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